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Abstract 
A graph G is said to be bi-3-connected if not only G but also its complement (~ are 
3-connected and a two-vertex set whose contraction results in a bi-3-connected graph is called 
a bi-contractible pair of G. We prove that every bi-3-connected graph of order at least 22 has 
a bi-contractible pair. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we only consider finite simple graphs. An edge whose contraction 
results in a 3-connected graph is called a contractible dge. Tutte proved the following 
fact in his constructive characterization f 3-connected graphs. 
Theorem A (Tutte [4]). Every 3-connected graph of order at least five has a contractible 
edoe. 
A graph G is said to be bi-3-connected if not only G but also its complement tJ are 
3-connected. In this paper, we call a two-vertex set whose contraction results in 
a bi-3-connected graph a bi-contractible pair and study the existence of a bi-contract- 
ible pair in bi-3-connected graphs. As a consequence, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Every bi-3-connected graph of order at least 22 has a bi-contractible pair. 
We do not think that the lower bound 22 of the order in Theorem 1 is essential. So 
we give the following conjecture. 
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Conjecture. Every bi-3-connected graph has a bi-contractible pair. 
The following two results on the distribution of contractible edges in 3-connected 
graphs play important roles in this paper. 
Theorem B (Ando et al. [2]). Every 3-connected graph of order n ~ 5 has at least 
r n/2 7 contractible dges. 
Theorem C (Ota [3]). Every 3-connected graph G of order >~18 has at least 
[--~ [E(G)[ + !~-] contractible dges where E(G) stands for the edge set of G. 
Let G be a graph. We denote by V(G) and E(G) the vertex set and the edge set of G, 
respectively. We write (~ for the complement of G. For a set S, we write 1SI for the 
cardinality of S. We denote by Kn and Pn the complete graph of order n and the path 
of order n, respectively. We write No(x) for the set of vertices adjacent o x in G, 
deg~(x):= ]N~(x)[ for the degree of x in G. For a subset S c V(G), we put 
N~(S) := Ux~s NG(x) -- S. For disjoint subsets X and Y of V(G), let E~(X, Y) be the 
set of edges such that one end of each of them is in X and the other end is in Y. We 
write E~(X), E~(x, Y) and E~(x) in place of EG(X, V(G)-X) ,  E~({x}, Y) and 
EG([x}, V(G)- {x}), respectively. We denote by G[W] the subgraph induced by 
a subset W c V(G). For a subset S c V(G), G - S is the subgraph induced by the set 
V(G) - S. For a connected graph G, if G - S is not connected, then S is called a cut of 
G and a cut S is a k-cut if k = I SI. A subset A ~ V(G) is called a fragment if there is 
a cut S of G such that A is a union of connected components of G-S  and 
V(G) - S - A ~ O. Let Ec(G) be the set of contractible dges of G. An edge which is 
not contractible is called noncontractible. For an edge e of G, V(e) is the two-vertex set 
of its end vertices. A two-vertex set which is not an edge of G is called a nonedge of G, 
i.e., a nonedge of G is an edge of (~. For a nonedge {u, v}, it is also said to be 
a construction to identify u and v as a single vertex. A nonedge whose contraction 
results in a 3-connected graph is called a contractible nonedge. A nonedge which is 
not contractible is noncontractible. Notation not defined here can be found in [1]. In 
the next section we give preliminary lemmas and we give a proof of Theorem 1 in the 
last section. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some more notation and give preliminary lemmas. 
At first we observe that for an edge or a nonedge of a 3-connected graph G, the 
following three statements are equivalent: 
(1) e is contractible, 
(2) there is no 3-cut which contains F(e), 
(3) G - V(e) is 2-connected. 
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Let G be a bi-3-connected graph. Then, by the above observation, for an edge 
e e Ec(G), V(e) is a bi-contractible pair if and only if (~ - Vie) is 2-connected. We 
denote by Eb(G) the set of contractible dges of G whose vertex sets are bi-contractible 
pairs of G, i.e., 
Eb(G) := {e e E¢(G)IV(e)is a bi-contractible pair of G]. 
Let W be a subset of V(G) such that tT[W] is 2-connected. A contractible dge 
e • Ec(G) is said to be harmful to W if (~[ W - V(e)] is not 2-connected. We denote by 
Eh(W) the set of edges which are harmful to W. A contractible dge e • E~(G) which is 
not harmful to Wis harmless to W. We note that Eb(G) = E~(G) - Eh(V(G)). We write 
Eh(G) in place of Eh(V(G)). 
Lemma 1. Let G be a bi-3-connected 9raph and W c V(G) such that t~[W] is 
2-connected. Let At, A2 ..... A,, be the connected components of G-  W. Then 
(1) Eh(G) -  Eh(W)= [.jm= I(Eh(W w A~) - Eh(W)), and 
(2) if I Ec(G)l > I UT'= t (Eh( W w Ai) - Eh(W))I + I Eh( W)I, then G has a bi-contract- 
ible pair. 
Proof. (1) We note that G[Ww Ai] is 2-connected since both (~ and (~[W] are 
2-connected. 
At first we show that 
Eh(G) - Eh(W)  ~ ~"=1 (Eh(Wt,-) Ai) -- Eh(W)). 
Let e e Eh(W w Ai) -- Eh(W). Since e is harmful to W w Ai, G[W ~Ai ]  - V(e) is not 
2-connected. If ( ; [W u A~] - V(e) is disconnected, we set T:= V(e). Otherwise there 
is a cut vertex c in t~[Wu Ai] - V(e) then we set T:= V(e) u {c}. Then Tis a cut of 
(~[Wu A~]. Because e is harmless to W, W-T  is contained in a connected 
component of (~[Wu A i ] -  T. Therefore, there is a connected component B of 
G[W w Ai] - T which is contained in A~. Since N~(B) c N6(Ai) u A~ c W w Ai, 
T is also cut of (~. This implies that e e Eh(G). 
Next we prove the inverse inclusion 
Eh(G)- Eh(W) ~ 0 (Eh(I'Vu Ai )  -- Eh(W)). 
i=l 
Let e e Eh(G ) -Eh(W ). There is a 3-cut of G, say T, which contains V(e) since 
e • Eh(G). Since e is harmless to W, W-  Tis contained in a connected component of 
tJ - T, say I~. Let B be a connected component of (~ - T distinct from if'. Since 
B c V(G) - W there is an integer i such that B c Ai. This implies that the edge e is 
harmful to W u Ai and the inverse inclusion is proved. 
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(2) Since Eb(G ) = E¢(G) - Eh(G) the inequality 
IEe(a)l > 0 (Eh(Wk') hi) -- Eh(W)) + IEh(W) l 
i=l 
---- [Eh(G) - Eh(W)I + IEh(W)I 
t> IEh(G)l 
implies that Eb(G) # 0, i.e., G has a bi-contractible pair. [] 
Let G be a bi-3-connected graph and W be a subset of V(G) such that 67[W] is 
2-connected. Let A be a connected component of G - IV. We denote by cg(W, A) the 
set of 3-cuts of G which contains V(e) for an edge e e Eh(W u A) - Eh(W), i.e., 
~g(W, A):= { T is a 3-cut of G IT ~ V(e) for 3e e Eh(W u A) -- Eh(W)}. 
Let Te cg(W,A). We call a connected component of G-  T contained in A a proper 
component. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a bi-3-connected graph and W c V(G) such that ¢~[W] is 
2-connected. Let A be a connected component of G-  W. 
(1) For each edge e = abe {Eh(WU A)--Eh(W)} c~ E6(W,A) (aeA and be I40, 
there is a vertex u e A such that ub e E(G) and lEe(u, W)I ~< 2. 
(2) I f lZ l  <<. 3, then [Eh(WU A) -  Eh(W)I ~< 31hi. 
Proof. (1) Let T= {a,b,c} be a 3-cut of (~ which contains V(e)= {a,b} and B 
be a proper component for T. Then u e B n Nf(b) is a desired vertex because 
IWn TI~<2. 
(2) We note that IEh(WU A) -- Eh(W)I ~< 31cg(W,A)l since each 3-cut in ~(W,A)  
contains at most 3 nonedges of G. Moreover, we observe that leg(IV, A)I is less than or 
equal to the number of proper components. 
At first we consider the case that I A I = 1. In this case we observe that leg(IV, A) l ~< 1 
which implies that IEh(WU A) -- Eh(W)I ~< 3. 
Next we assume that I AI = 2. If IN¢(A)I = 3, then I Eh(W u A) - Eh(W)I ~< 5 since 
at least 5 edges exist in G[N¢(A)w A] and there are at most 5 nonedges in 
G[N~-(A) w A]. Otherwise if IN0-(A)I >~ 4, then A is not a proper component. There- 
fore, the number of subsets of A which can be proper components i two. Hence, 
[c~(W,A)I ~< 2 and this implies that IEh(WW A) -- Eh(W)I ~< 3lcg(W,A)l ~< 6. 
At last we consider the case that [AI = 3. Let A = {al,a2,a3}. In this case ¢~[A] is 
either K 3 or P3. We consider the following three subcases: 
Subcase 1: INf(A)I = 3. We observe that if ¢J[A] = g3,  then 
IE(G[Nff.(A) w A])I >/6 and if G,[A] = Pa, then IE(G[N¢(A) u A])I ~> 7. Hence, 
there are at most 15-  6 = 9 nonedges in G[N¢(A)w A] and this implies that 
IEh(WU A) -- Eh(W)I ~< 9. 
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Subcase 2. INd.(A)I >t 4 and (~CA] = K3.  At first we note that there are 7 nonempty 
subsets in A. Since INd.(A)I/> 4, A is not a proper component. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that INd.({at,a2}) c~ WI >1 INff({al,a3}) n WI >>- 
IN~{a2,a3}) c~ Wt.Then we obselwe that IN~{al,a2}) c~ WI, IN~-({at,a3}) n WI >1 3. 
Hence, neither {al,a2} nor {al,a3} is a proper component. Moreover, we see 
that there is at least one vertex ai among the three such that deg~(ai) t> 4, which 
implies that {ai} is not a proper component. Hence, there are at most 3 proper 
components and this implies that Ic~(W,A)I~<3. Therefore, we get that 
IEh(W U A) -- Eh(W)l ~< 31qC(W,h)l ~< 9. 
Subcase 3: INd.(A)I >/4 and ¢7[A] = P3. Assume that IEh(WU A) - Eh(W)l > 9. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that deg~tal(al)=degfftAj(a3)= 1 and 
deg~tal(a2 ) = 2. Since A is not a proper component there are at most six proper 
components. 
At first we show {al,a3} is not a proper component. If {al,a3} is a proper 
component for T~(W,A) ,  then both {al} and {a3} are proper components for 
the same T and INd-(a2) n WI~>2. This implies that I~(W,A)l~<3, hence 
IEh(WU A) - Eh(W)I ~< 9, a contradiction. 
Next we consider the case that I Nd.(a2)l/> 4. In this case the remaining four subsets 
must be proper components. Therefore I Nd({at, a2 })1 = I Nd.({a2, a3 })l = 3. However, 
these equalities imply that I Nd.(A)I = 3 which contradicts with the subease assumption. 
At last we consider the case that INd.(a2)l = 3. Let Nd.(a2) = {at,a3,c2} (c2 ~ W). 
We show that both {al,a2} and {a2,a3} cannot be proper components. The 
subcase assumption INd.(A)[ >/4 assures us that either INd.({al }) - {a2, a2 } I/> 2 or 
I Nd.({a3 }) -- {a2, c2 } I >/ 2. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
[Nd.({ax}) - {a2,c2}l >i 2. This implies that [N~({al,a2})l/> 4 and {at,a2} is not 
a proper component. 
Therefore, together with {a2 } the remaining three subsets {a~ }, {a3} and {a2,a3} 
are proper components. We note that c2ENd.(a3) since IN~-({a2,a3})[ = 3. Let 
Nd-(aa) = {a2,c2,c3}. We put Ti:= Nff(ai) for i = 1,2,3 and T23 := Nd-({a2,a3}). 
Then each {a~} is a proper component for T~ and {a2,a3} is a proper component 
for T23. 
We see that a3c2eE(6[T2]) and a2c2eE(G[T3]). Moreover, we observe 
that {al, c2 } c T2 n T23 and {c2, c3 } c /'3 c~ T23. By these observations, we get that 
IEh(WU A) -- Eh(W)l ~< 31~¢(W,A)I - 4 = 8. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is completed. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  a bi-3-connected graph G has no bi-contractible pair, then there are at least 
two 3-cuts in G. 
Proof. Assume that G has at most one 3-cut. Then the number of noncontractible 
nonedges in G is at most three. However, by Theorem B, G has at least four 
contractible dges since the order of a bi-3-connected graph is at least eight. This 
implies that G has a bi-contractible pair. [] 
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3. A proof of Theorem I 
Let G be a bi-3-connected graph of order at least 22. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that IE(G)I ~> IE((7)I. Then, by Theorem C, IEe(G)I > 34 since 
IE(G)[/> n(n-  1)/4 > 115. 
We show that there is a subset W c V(G) such that (7[W-] is 2-connected and the 
following inequality 
m Eh(IV)) _UI (Eh(IV ~-) Ai) - + [Eh(IV)I ~< 34 
i= 
(,) 
holds where A1,A2 ..... Am are the connected components of (7 -W.  Since 
I E¢(G)I > 34, by Lemma 1(2), the inequality (*) assures us that G has a bi-contractible 
pair. For convenience, we put 
a(W):= ,~(Eh(Wu A , ) -  Eh(W)) + IEh(W)I. 
We call a fragment F of G tractable if[ V(G) - No(F) - FI ~ IFI ~ 2. We consider 
the following two cases. 
Case 1: There is a tractable fragment in G. Let F be a tractable fragment of G. Set 
S:= N~(F) and IV:= V(G) -  S. 
We show that I Eh(W)I ~< 7. We observe that the complete bipartite graph with the 
partite sets F and W-  F is a spanning subgraph of G[W]. Therefore, (7[W] is 
2-connected and every contractible dge e ~ E~(G) is harmless to IV if IF[/> 4. 
Moreover, in the case that IF[ = 3, if[ V(e) n F[ ~< 1, then e e Ec(G) is harmless to W, 
i.e., in this case ]Eh(W)[ ~< 3. If IF[ = 2, then IE~(F)[ ~< 6 since [N6(F)[ = 3. Therefore 
IEh(IV)I ~< [E~(F)I + IE(G[F])] <~ 7. 
Since UT'=I Ai c S, IU7'-1Ail ~ 3. Hence, by Lemma 2(2), IUT'=I(Eh(IVu Ai ) -  
eh(iv))l ~< 9. 
Therefore in this Case 1, we get or(iv) ~< 16. 
Case 2: There is no tractable fragment in G. By Lemma 3, there are two vertices 
x, ye  V(G) such that dega(x)=dega(y)= 3 and Na(x)-¢:N~(y). Set Sx:=Na(x),  
Sy:= Na(y) and W:= (V(G) - (Sx u St)) w {x,y}. 
At first we observe that the complete bipartite graph with the partite sets {x, y} and 
IV_Y t x, YS is a spanning subgraph of G[ I4"]. Therefore (7[ W-[ is 2-connected. More- 
over, if V(e) n {x,y} = 0, then an edge e ~ E¢(G) is harmless to Wand this implies that 
[Eh(IV)I ~< 6. 
By Lemma 2(2), if each connected component of (7 -  IV has order at most 3, 
then [U~'=I(Eh(W~ Ai)--  Eh(W))I ~< 18 and hence a(W)<. 24. Therefore, we 
assume that there is a connected component A of (7 - W of order greater than 3. 
We note that this is the only such component because [SxuSr[  ~<6. Let 
Ax := A c~ Sx - Sy, A r := A c~ S~. - Sx and A~y := A n S~ ~ St. Then A is partitioned 
into A~ u Ay u A~r since A c Sx u Sy. 
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Let H(W) := E6(x) u EG(y). Then Eh(W ) c H(W). We note that 
IEh(WU A) - Eh(W)I-F IEh(W)I ~< IEh(WU A) -- n(W) l  + In(W)l. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2(2), a(W) <~ IEh(W w A) -- H(W)I + 3IS~ u Sr - a l  + IH(W)l. We put 
~(W) = IEh(WU A) - H(W)I + 31Sx u S r - hi .  
We put/~(A):= Eh(WW A) - H(W) and /~i(A):= {e e ff~(A)llV(e) c~ AI = i}. 
We claim that/~o(A) = 0. Since IAI >/4, neither Ax nor Ay is empty. Therefore if 
V(e) ~ W, then e~E(A)  is harmless to Wu A since V(e)c~ {x,y} = O, and this 
implies that/~o(A) = 0. 
Therefore,/~(A) is partitioned in to /~(A)  u/~2(A). 
For convenience, to estimate I/~1 (A)I, we introduce the following ,4 and/~. 
Let ,,i ~ A be the set of end vertices of edges in/~1 (A) which are in A, i.e., 
,zi := {a ~ A I there is a vertex b ~ W such that ab ~ El (A) }. 
Similarly, let/~ c W be the set of end vertices of edges in /~ (A) which are in IV, i.e., 
/~:= {b s W[ there is a vertex a ~ A such that ab ~/~t(A)}. 
We consider the subcase 2-i for i = 0, 1,2 where i = ISx c~ Srl. 
Subcase 2-0. In this subcase A~y = 0 and hence A ~ No-(x)w N0-(y} since 
A~ ~ N~y)  and A r c No-(x). We note that neither A~ nor A r is empty since [A I >~ 4. 
Claim 1. IE2(a)l ~ Ia~llayl- 1. 
Proof. Since/~2(A) ~ {e s Ec(G)I V(e) ~ A} c EG(A~, At) and (7[A] is connected we 
see that IE2(A)I ~< Ia~l lhy l -  1. [] 
Claim 2. I nl ~ I AI. 
Proof. By Lemma 2(1), for each b s/~, there is a vertex u s A such that ub s E(G) and 
IEo-(u, W)I ~< 2. Since usNo-(x) u No-(y) and b ~x,y  each usA corresponds to 
at most one b e/~. This implies that I/~1 -< I A 1. [] 
Claim 3. I f la l  ~ 5, then Ial ~ Ial - 2. 
Proof. Let a e/~ and ab e ff~l (A). 
We show that ¢~[A] - {a} is disconnected. Assume that ¢7[A] - {a} is connected. 
There is a 3-cut T = {a, b, c} of d which contains {a, b}. Since ab is harmless to IV, 
W-  T is contained in a connected component of (7 -  T, say fie. Since I AI/> 5, 
Iaxl, Ia~.l 1> 2 which implies that neither Ax - {a} nor A r - {a} is empty. We note 
that c$A since Ax ~ No-(y), Ay ~ Nd-(x) and b # x,y. Let usAx-{a} .  Since 
{a, b} c~ {x, y} = 0, either y 6 T or x $ T. If y ~ T, then u e fie since uy s E(G). Other- 
wise if xCT ,  then we can find a path between u and x in G-T  since 
¢7[A] - T = (7[A] - {a} is connected and Ay - T = A r - {a} # 0. Hence u s fie. 
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This implies that Ax - {a} ~ if'. By similar argument, we see that A r - {a} c I~. 
However, this contradicts to the existence of a proper component for T. Therefore 
G[A] - {a} is disconnected, i.e., a is a cut vertex of (7[A]. 
This implies that ]A[ ~< IAI - 2 because each connected graph has at least two 
noncut vertices. [] 
Claim 4. 
20 /f IAI = 6, 
I/~x(A)[~< 12 /f IA[ ~< 5. 
Proof. At first we assume that IAI = 4. By Claim 2, I/~l ~ IAI. If IBI = IAI and 
1,4l = I AI then there are at least I A] edges in E~-(,4,/~) which are nonedges in G. Hence, 
in this case I/~x(A)l ~< I-~ll/~l - IAI = IAI 2 - IAI ~< 12. Otherwise, if I/~l ~< IAI - 1 or 
1-41 ~< IA I -  1, then we get also ]El(A)[ ~< L-411/71 = IAI 2 - IA I  ~< 12. 
Next we consider the case that [A[/> 5. By Claim 2, 1/71 ~< [A[ and in this case, also 
by Claim 3, 1.41 ~< IAI - 2. If I/~l = IAI and 1,41 = IA I -  2 then there are at least 
1-41 = I AI - 2 edges in Eft(,4,/3) which are nonedges in G. Hence 
I/~l(A)l ~< 1-411/TI - (IAq - 2) = tAI 2 - 31AI + 2. Otherwise, if [/~t ~< IAI - 1 or 
1,4l ~< IAI - 3, then I/~l(A)l ~< 1,411/~l < IAI 2 - 31AI + 2. Therefore if IAI = 6, then 
I/~x(A)l ~< 20 and if [A[ = 5, then ]/~I(A)[ ~< 12. 
The above claims assure us that 6(W) ~< 28. In fact if [A[ = 6, then by Claim 1, 
I/~2(A)l ~< 8 and by Claim 4, I/~(A)[ ~< 20 so that 6(I40 = I/~(A)[ ~< 28, and iflA[ = 5, 
then ~(W) ~</~(A)l + 3 ~< 20 because 1/72(A)l ~< 5 and [/~I(A)t ~< 12. If IAI = 4, then 
~'(W) ~< I/~(A)I + 6 ~< 21 since t/~2(A)I ~ 3 and I/~I(A)I ~ 12. 
Now we get a(W) ~< 34 since a(W) = ~'(W) + IH(W)[ ~< ~'(W) + 6 ~< 34 and the 
proof is completed in subcase 2-0. 
Subcase 2-1: In this subcase [Ax[,[Ay[ ~< 2 and [Axy[ ~< 1. 
At first we observe that  [/~2(A)] ~< [A~[[Ay[ ~< 4 since/~2(A) c EG(Ax, Ay). 
Next we show [/~[ ~< ]A[ + 1. By Lemma 2(1), for each b e/~, there is a vertex u e A 
such that ub ~ E(G) and [E((u, W)] ~< 2. Each vertex u e A~ w Ay corresponds to 
at most one b e/~ since u ~ N¢(x) w Nff(y) and b # x, y, and if A~y #: 0, then the vertex 
of Axy corresponds to at most two vertices in/~. Therefore I/~[ ~< [At + 1. 
If I,'i[ = [A[, then there are at least [/~[ edges in E¢(,4,/~) which are nonedges in G. 
Hence in this case [/~(A)[ ~< [,zil[/~[- [/~[ ~< [A[ 2 - 1. Otherwise if I,~i[ ~< [A[ -  1, 
then [/~(A)[ ~< ],,i[[/~[ ~< ]A[ 2 - 1. 
Therefore [/~(A)[ = [/~I(A)I + [/~2(A)[ ~< [A[ 2 + 3. Hence if [A[ = 5, then 
~(W) = [/~(A)[ < 28 and if [A[ = 4, then ~(W) = [/~(A)[ + 3 ~< 19. 
Since [H(W)[ ~< 6, we get that a (W)= e(W)+ [H(W)[ ~< 34 and the proof is 
completed in subcase 2-1. 
Subcase 2-2: In this subcase [Ax[ = lay[ = 1, [Axy[ = 2 and [A[ = 4. 
Since /~2(A)c EG(Ax,Ay), [/~2(A)]~ 1. By Lemma 2(1), we conclude that 
I/~l ~< [AI + 2 = 6. Hence [/~(A)[ ~< [AI[/~I ~< 24. 
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Therefore a(W)  = b(W) + IEh(W)l = ]El(a)l-4-I/~2(A)I + IH(W)I ~< 24 + 1 + 6 = 31. 
Now the final subcase 2-2 is done and the proof  of theorem is completed. [] 
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